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a b s t r a c t

Recent brain functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have shown that chronic back pain
(CBP) alters brain dynamics beyond the feeling of pain. In particular, the response of the brain default
mode network (DMN) during an attention task was found abnormal. In the present work similar alter-
ations are demonstrated for spontaneous resting patterns of fMRI brain activity over a population of CBP
patients (n = 12, 29–67 years old, mean = 51.2). Results show abnormal correlations of three out of four
highly connected sites of the DMN with bilateral insular cortex and regions in the middle frontal gyrus
(p < 0.05), in comparison with a control group of healthy subjects (n = 20, 21–60 years old, mean = 38.4).
The alterations were confirmed by the calculation of triggered averages, which demonstrated increased
coactivation of the DMN and the former regions. These findings demonstrate that CBP disrupts normal
activity in the DMN even during the brain resting state, highlighting the impact of enduring pain over
brain structure and function.

© 2010 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Chronic back pain (CBP) is increasingly viewed as a condition affect-
ing normal brain function, causing cognitive impairments beyond
the feeling of acute pain, including depression, sleeping distur-
bances and decision-making abnormalities [1–3]. Altered cortical
dynamics in CBP have been demonstrated using functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI), both studying activation sites
following external stimulation [10,24] and using seed based corre-
lation analysis during the execution of simple attention demanding
tasks [3]. The later study showed for the first time that CBP dis-
rupts the dynamics of the default mode network (DMN), a set of
cortical regions known to be more active at rest than during task
performance [11,12,17,18,25,30].

The present study investigates the generality of the results
described by Baliki et al. [3] by determining to what extent the DMN
dynamical alterations are demonstrable by the spontaneous activ-
ity of brain resting state networks (RSNs). To that aim the functional
connectivity of eight well-established brain RSNs [5] was fully
characterized and compared in two groups: patients and healthy
subjects. The strategy, in brief, consisted first in the identification of
the most functionally connected sites (hubs) of each RSN, comput-
ing the cross correlation between the brain oxygen level dependent
signals (BOLD). Then, correlations between the activity of these
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hubs and the rest of the brain were computed. Finally, triggered
averages between key regions were computed to cross-validate
the correlation findings. This double approach, which reduces the
datasets’ dimensionality without assuming a previous anatomical
parcellation, allowed the demonstration of broken correlation bal-
ance in CBP patients in three hubs belonging to the default mode
network, caused by increased spontaneous coactivation of these
regions with the insular cortices and decreased coactivation with
regions in the middle frontal gyrus.

Participants were 12 chronic back pain patients (CBP) (29–67
years old, mean = 51.2) and 20 healthy controls (HC) (21–60 years
old, mean = 38.4). All subjects were right-handed and all gave
informed consent to procedures approved by Northwestern Uni-
versity (Chicago) IRB committee. The 12 patients and the respective
12 controls subjects participated in an earlier study where their
clinical and demographic data, as well as pain related parame-
ters, have been described [3]. Eight additional healthy subjects
were used to test only the robustness of the method to identify
connectivity hubs. Subjects were asked to lay still in the scanner
and to keep their mind blank, eyes closed and avoid falling asleep
[12]. fMRI data was acquired using a 3T Siemens Trio whole-body
scanner with echo-planar imaging capability using the standard
radio-frequency head coil. Multislice T2*-weighted echo-planar
images were obtained with the following parameters: repetition
time (TR) 2.5 s; echo time (TE) 70 ms; flip angle 90◦; slice thickness,
3 mm; in-plane resolution, 3.437 mm × 3.437 mm. A T1-weighted
anatomical MRI image was also acquired with TR, 22 ms; TE, 5.6 ms;
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Fig. 1. Procedure to extract hubs of the RSN. (A) One of the eight RSNs obtained with PICA is selected (in this case, RSN4). (B) BOLD signals are extracted from all voxels
belonging to the RSN and linear correlations computed between each pair of voxels. (C) Functional connectivity networks are constructed for each subject, choosing thresholds
so that all networks have the same degree density ı. (D) Normalized degree distributions are mapped into the cortex anatomy for all subjects and RSNs. (E) Maps are averaged
for different groups of subjects and seeds are defined by the regions with the greatest connectivity.

flip angle, 20◦; matrix 256 × 256; and a field of view of 240 mm;
with 160 mm coverage in the slice direction.

BOLD signal was preprocessed using FMRIB Expert Analysis Tool
[21] including motion correction using MCFLIRT, slice-timing cor-
rection using Fourier-space time-series phase-shifting, non-brain
removal using BET, spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of
full-width-half-maximum 5 mm. Brain images were normalized
to standard MNI 152 template using FLIRT and data was resam-
pled to 4 mm × 4 mm × 4 mm resolution. A zero lag finite impulse
response filter was applied to band pass filter (0.01–0.1 Hz) the
functional data (to avoid noise related to scanner drift and to elim-
inate high frequency artefacts related with physiological noise and
head motion) [7]. An independent component (IC) based denois-
ing procedure [4] consisting of edge and high frequency artefacts
removal by linear regression was performed using the Melodic
environment (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl).

The most functionally connected seeds were selected first by
identifying the voxels belonging to each of the eight IC components,
previously obtained with PICA over a group of healthy subjects
[5]. These regions, associated with specific cognitive functions, are
labelled (see Fig. 1A) as follows: RSN1 (medial areas of the visual
cortex), RSN2 (lateral areas of the visual cortex), RSN3 (auditory),
RSN4 (sensory motor), RSN5 (default mode network), RSN6 (exec-
utive control), RSN7 (right dorsal visual stream), RSN8 (left dorsal
visual stream). For each subject, the BOLD signal was extracted
from all voxels comprising each RSN and from all gray matter vox-
els (Fig. 1B). The correlation coefficient r between a given pair of
signals x and y was computed as:

r = 〈(x − 〈x〉)(y − 〈y〉)〉
�x�y

(1)

where quantities between brackets represent the signal’s time
averages and � is the standard deviation of the signal. Functional

connectivity networks were then constructed for every subject
(Fig. 1B) in each RSN using voxels as nodes of a graph and adding a
link between two nodes if the lineal correlation r was greater than a
positive threshold. Thresholds were chosen so that all constructed
networks had the same link density ı, defined as: ı = 2L/[N(N − 1)];
where L is the total number of links in the network and N the total
number of nodes. The link density ı thus reflects the proportion of
all possible links in the network that are actually present. Networks
were constructed for ı ranging from 0.01 to 0.5. The number of links
of a given node is also called the degree of the node.

To identify the most functionally connected hubs, the normal-
ized degree was computed as the ratio between the degree of the
node and the greatest degree in the network. Then, for each subject,
the anatomical distribution of the normalized degree in each RSN
and the whole gray matter was computed (Fig. 1D) and averaged
between all subjects (Fig. 1E). From this data, the most connected
hubs were selected as the voxels with the highest normalized
degree. (Since the spatial smoothing implies that close voxels have
similar degree, only one seed was selected for each spatial cluster
of high connectivity voxels.)

The robustness of the method used to identify hubs was con-
trasted by segmenting (and comparing) 20 healthy subjects into
three subgroups, one consisting of 12 healthy subjects (group 1)
already studied in [3], one consisting of 8 additional healthy sub-
jects (group 2) and a third group consisting of the entire 20 subjects
(group 3) (a similar approach as in Buckner et al. [6]).

The fMRI BOLD signal was averaged over a 3 × 3 × 3 voxels cube
centred at the coordinates of each seed (see supplementary Table
S1, abbreviations as in Salvador et al. [26]) The correlation coeffi-
cient (Eq. (1)) between the seed and the rest of gray matter voxels
in the brain was computed, resulting in a distribution of corre-
lation values Ci (linear correlation between the seed and the ith
voxel time series). This distribution of correlations is converted to
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Fig. 2. (A) Position of the 27 seeds classified by RSN’s membership. Note that some seeds belong to more than one RSN. (B) Ranking of seeds according to their global
normalized degree (gray line: average normalized degree distribution for group 1, formed by 12 healthy controls and ı = 0.05). Colour code of the line segments indicates
RSN membership (if a seed belongs to more than one RSN the colour indicates the RSN in which the seed has the greatest degree).

z-scores as:

z = C − 〈C〉
�(C)

(2)

The resulting distribution z has zero mean and unity standard
deviation. Finally, to parametrize and compare the spatial distribu-
tion of these seed’ correlations, the ratio between the number of
positively correlated voxels (beyond a threshold �) and the num-
ber of negatively correlated voxels (beyond a threshold −�) was
computed as in [3].

The most functionally connected seeds for each of the RSNs’
were identified following the procedure outlined above (see Fig. 1).
Also, for comparison, seeds were extracted from four different
groups (groups 1–3 of healthy subjects above and group 4 of CBP
patients). In all groups the seeds locations resulted almost identi-

cal, even under changes in the link density ı used to construct the
networks (ı ranging from 0.01 to 0.5, see supplementary figures S2
and S3). All seeds had normalized degree above 0.4 and the majority
of them had normalized degree of approximately 0.6 with stan-
dard deviations of less than 0.15. Despite inter-subject variability
in the location of the high degree sites the same results emerge
very robustly in the average over different populations. This is con-
sistent with recent results of van den Heuvel et al. [29] who have
found similar values for average normalized degree distribution of
the most connected brain sites.

A total of 27 seeds were selected (see Supplementary Table S1
and Figure S1). The seeds’ location is shown in Fig. 2A. Notice that
some seeds have high normalized degree in more than one of the
RSNs, most notably, seeds in the median cingulate and paracingu-
late gyri (DCG) and the superior temporal gyrus (STG) are present
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Fig. 3. (A) Ratio of positive and negative correlated voxels for all 27 seeds. Asterisk (*) indicates significant differences (t-test, p < 0.005). (B) Spatial maps showing increased
(left) and decreased (right) correlations with seeds in ORBmid, ANG.R and ANG.L in CBP (t-test, p < 0.05 in red (left) and blue (right), p < 0.001 in yellow (left) and purple
(right). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

in three of the RSNs. A natural question is whether these seeds only
have high normalized degree within each RSN or they are also hubs
of the global functional connectivity network (constructed over all
gray matter voxels of the brain). In Fig. 2B we show the average
normalized degree distribution for group 1 (12 healthy subjects)
and ı = 0.05, with the ranking of the 27 local hubs (labels are those
of Table S1, the colour code is the same as in Fig. 2A). Seeds with
the greatest connectivity were located in the cingulate cortex, the
precuneus, supplementary motor area, and the superior temporal
gyrus, consistent with previous identification of well-connected
sites in whole brain functional and anatomical connectivity net-
works [6,13,16,19,20,29]. Note that all high degree seeds belonging
to more than one RSN have also high global degree. This might
reflect an important role for these sites in the coordination of activ-
ity between RSNs corresponding to different cognitive functions.
Also note that many seeds have low global normalized degree and
can only be regarded as well connected inside the RSN of which
they are members, implying that seed selection using global nor-
malized degree as a measure of importance in the global functional
connectivity networks will overlook sites in many RSNs, including
the DMN.

Following Baliki et al. [3] the ratio of positive and negative cor-
related voxels was computed for all 27 seeds. Using thresholds
ranging from � = 0.3 to 1 we found that in the healthy controls
all seeds exhibit a correlation ratio equal to 1 with a 10% devia-
tion from unity. However, as depicted in Fig. 3A for three of the
four sites belonging to the DMN, the correlation balance is signif-
icantly increased in the CBP subjects (t-test, p < 0.005). These sites

are located in orbital part of the middle frontal gyrus (ORBmid)
and the right and left angular gyri (ANG.R and ANG.L). The fourth
DMN high connectivity site located at the precuneus showed no
alteration.

To further understand the origin of these alterations in the cor-
relation balance of CBP subjects we computed the maps of those
voxels that exhibit increased correlations and decreased correla-
tions in CBP in comparison to the healthy controls (see Fig. 3B).
The most notable alterations are significant increases in correla-
tion between ORBmid, ANG.R and ANG.L and the right and left
insular cortex in the CBP subjects and decreases in correlation
between these three seeds and regions in the middle frontal gyrus.
Less significant increases are found for the poles of the supe-
rior and middle temporal gyri. (See supplementary figures S4 and
S5 for a comparison of the numerical correlations between both
groups.)

The results so far demonstrate that increases of activity in the
seeds located in ORBmid, ANG.R and ANG.L are correlated with the
insular cortex in CBP more than in healthy subjects. To gain deeper
insight into the nature of these abnormal correlations we computed
the average response of the BOLD signal in the insula after signifi-
cant spontaneous activity increases in selected seeds. This approach
is similar to that used for event-triggered average [9], but here the
BOLD signal is averaged for a time window (12.5 s) after it crosses
an arbitrary positive threshold (here set at one standard deviation).
The triggered averages shown in Fig. 4A for the three seeds which
exhibited broken correlation balance present striking differences
for CBP while the one for the fourth DMN’ seed (PCUN) – which
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Fig. 4. BOLD signal averages triggered by spontaneous increases in the BOLD signal at ORBmid, ANG.R and ANG.L. (approx. 250 events). (A) Triggered averages computed in
the seeds and in the insular cortices (columns indicate the brain regions where the average is computed, and rows the regions where the events triggering the averaging
occur). (B) Similar analysis for two sites which do not exhibit broken correlation balance (PCUN.R and IPC). Asterisks indicate t-test significant differences: *p < 0.05 and
**p < 0.005.

preserved correlation balance – behaved as the control. As an addi-
tional control we show here the result for a site located outside the
DMN (IPC).

The triggered averages show that the CBP patients population
exhibit significant spontaneous coactivation between the seeds and
the insula, while for the healthy controls remains close to zero for
all the three DMN’ seeds (see Fig. 4A). The insula coactivation is
only observed for the three regions shown previously in Fig. 3A to
exhibit correlations ratios larger than unity. As a control, Fig. 4B
illustrates the case of two regions which have similar correlation
balance and consequently exhibit similar triggered averages (a full
analysis is presented as Supp. Material).

Overall, this is the first report demonstrating abnormal DMN
dynamics in CBP patients derived from resting state functional data.
Despite the different settings, the results match those previously
reported in Baliki et al., [3] during a task. Thus, correlation balance

is broken in the DMN both at rest and during the execution of a
simple task, implying that large areas of the brain show increased
coactivation with the DMN in CBP, while others show decreased
coactivation. This new observation is consistent with previous data
showing that functional connectivity during attention demanding
tasks resembles that of the resting state [11,17]. Additionally, a
strong correspondence between patterns of brain activity seen dur-
ing activation (performance of normal cognitive functions) and rest
has been recently reported [27]. The present results provide inde-
pendent evidence about this correspondence by identifying similar
changes in a chronic condition, during rest and during an attention
task [3].

The use of the same cohort than in a previous study [3] limits
the results generalization calling for a replication on another pop-
ulation. Another concern could be a possible “bleed through” effect
[28] by which the resting brain could be primed by a previous task.
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Although the task/rest sequence here was randomized these factors
need to be accounted in future studies.

A possible interpretation of the present results is that long-term
pain alters anatomical brain connectivity and these changes are
reflected in the spontaneous fluctuations of brain activity a hypoth-
esis that has received experimental support by recent imaging
studies of chronic pain patients [14,22,23]. The observed increase of
correlation between sites in the DMN, the insular cortices and poles
of the middle and superior temporal gyri are consistent with previ-
ous findings linking these regions with the processing of persistent
pain [2] and the emotional modulation of pain [15]. In partic-
ular, there is extensive evidence supporting the hypothesis that
insula plays a prominent role in the evaluation of pain intensity
and introspection in general [8]. It is thus reasonable that endur-
ing pain behaviour reinforces connectivity between these cortical
areas and the DMN, linked to introspection and self-referential
thought.

In summary, using two self-consistent approaches we found
that resting brain dynamics exhibit altered coactivation of the DMN
with regions in the middle frontal gyrus (located in the RSN asso-
ciated with executive control). This is consistent with previous
descriptions of decision-making and executive disabilities in CBP
patients [1,3]. Additionally, the study of the correlation balance in
the most connected sites of a standard independent component
decomposition of brain activity, reveals that in CBP patients is dis-
rupted the correlation balance between hubs of the DMN but other
hubs in the rest of the RSNs are spared. This result provides further
characterization of CBP as a condition affecting the DMN and helps
to narrow the search of a single mechanism behind the chronic pain
impact over the brain function.
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